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is associated with sleep and psychiatric
disorders in BMAL1-deficient animal models

Yu Sun,1,2,4 Mingzhu Zhong,1,2,4 Niannian Xu,1,2,4 Xueting Zhang,1 Huanhuan Sun,1 Yan Wang,2 Yong Lu,2

Yanhong Nie,2 Qing Li,1 Qiang Sun,2 Jian Jiang,2 Yun-Chi Tang,1 and Hung-Chun Chang1,2,3,5,*
SUMMARY

Sleep disturbance led by BMAL1-deficiency has been recognized both in rodent and non-human primate
models. Yet it remained unclear how their diurnal brain oscillations were affected upon BMAL1 ablation
andwhat caused the discrepancy in the quantity of sleep between the two species. Here, we investigated
diurnal electroencephalographs of BMAL1-deficient mice and cynomolgus monkeys at young adult age
and uncovered a shared defect of dysregulated high-frequency oscillations by Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence analysis. We found beta and gamma oscillations were significantly disturbed in a day versus night
manner in BMAL1-deficient monkeys, while in mice the beta band difference was less evident. Notably,
the dysregulation of beta oscillations was particularly associated with psychiatric behaviors in BMAL1-
deficient monkeys, including the occurrence of self-injuring and delusion-like actions. As such psychiatric
phenotypes were challenging to uncover in rodent models, our results offered a unique method to study
the correlation between circadian clock dysregulation and psychiatric disorders.

INTRODUCTION

Disruption of circadian rhythms is known to be associated with multiple diseases, such as cardiovascular dysfunction, diabetic mellitus,

cancer, sleep disorders, psychiatric disorders, and neurodegenerative diseases.1–7 While dysfunctions in peripheral tissues can be inves-

tigated at molecular, cellular, and pathological levels in detail for the links with circadian clock disturbance in common animal models

then correlate to human symptoms, it was challenging to meet the same resolutions for brain diseases. The difficulty derives from various

dissimilarities between common animal models and humans at the structural level, e.g., cell organization and brain structure differences,

and functional level, meaning the comparison of cognitive or mental status based on neural imaging or oscillation data. Diurnal-versus

nocturnal-active variance adds another layer of complexity when relating circadian clock conditions from human patients to common

mammal models such as mice. The mouse model is often imperfect in resembling key brain disease features, particularly the neuropsy-

chiatric symptoms observed in human patients, thus delaying the findings of biomarkers and therapies specific to the symptoms. The joint

use of the non-human primate model could offer a solution to such limits. Non-human primates show comparable brain oscillations8 and

sleep patterns9 with human. Furthermore, non-human primate models display mental disease-related social and cognitive irregularities

better than rodent models.10–12

To study brain rhythm characteristics associated with circadian clock disturbance and explore potential biomarkers for connecting circa-

dian dysregulation, sleep disorders, and psychiatric diseases, we applied BMAL1-ablated mouse13 and cynomolgus monkey14,15 models for

the approach. BMAL1 is a crucial component of the CLOCK-BMAL1 transcription factor complex, which activates the expression of a great

number of circadian genes. BMAL1-deficient mouse models have been studied for several diseases, such as diabetes,16 aging,17 inflamma-

tion18 and sleep disorders.19 Yet psychiatric disorders,20 particularly demonstrated by electrophysiological methods remained scarce. In the

study, we compared sleep and electroencephalography patterns of BMAL1-deficient mouse and monkey models through standard sleep

analysis, spectrogram, and EEG band power assessment. Whilst all methods could indicate dissimilarities between wild-type and BMAL1-

deficientmodels in differentmanners, we notedKullback-Leibler divergence21 is themost convenient test to conclude the change of circadian

homeostasis and band power at the same time. Furthermore, as BMAL1-deficient monkeys displayed prominent psychotic phenotypes, we

were able to grade irregular behaviors together with brain wave patterns and then proposed EEG biomarkers to respective abnormal
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Figure 1. Sleep phenotypes of BMAL1-deficient cynomolgus monkeys and mice

(A) Proportion of awake, NREM sleep and REM sleep during light-on period (7:00-19:00, ZT 0–12), light-off period (19:00-7:00 ZT 12–24) and full day (ZT 0–24)

under normal 12 h light-12 h dark (L/D) cycle. 4-month-old wild-type (male n = 2, female n = 3) and Bmal1-KO mice (male n = 2, female n = 3) were applied.

(B) Proportion of awake, NREM sleep and REM sleep during ZT 0–12, ZT 12–24 and full day ZT 0–24 under normal 12 h light-12 h dark (L/D) cycle. 5-year-old wild-

type (male n = 2, female n = 1) and BMAL1-KO monkey (male n = 2, female n = 1) were applied.

(C) Proportion of awake, NREM sleep and REM sleep during ZT 0–12, ZT 12–24 and full day ZT 0–24 under constant illumination (L/L) cycle. Samemouse cohort as

in (A) were shown.
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Figure 1. Continued

(D) Proportion of awake, NREM sleep and REM sleep during ZT 0–12, ZT 12–24 and full day ZT 0–24 under constant illumination (L/L) cycle. Same monkey cohort

as in (B) were shown. Sleep EEG was recorded via telemetry devices as described in STAR Methods. Unpaired t-test was performed (ns not significant, *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001), and data were shown as mean G SEM.
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behavior. In both approaches, we concluded that sleep and neuropsychiatric disorders found by BMAL1-deficiency were associated with the

dysregulation of high-frequency neural activities.

RESULTS

BMAL1-deficiency led to distinct sleep outcomes in adult mice and cynomolgus monkeys

Circadian clock dysfunctions underlie sleep disorders in multiple features,22–24 however a direct electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis in

diurnal animals for such a correlation was rare due to the limitation of suitable models.25 To monitor long-term sleep epochs with continuous

inspection of daily activities in diurnal animals, we applied adult wild-type cynomolgus monkeys (WT monkey) and a circadian-disrupted

model, BMAL1 knockout monkeys (BKO monkey)14 for free-moving wireless recordings of EEG, locomotor activity, and body temperature

under a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle (L/D)(See experimental scheme in Figure S1). With the setup, we first try to study a paradoxical condition

that BMAL1 deficiency was reported to cause shorter sleep in monkeys at preadolescent age,14 but produce the opposite outcome in mice.19

We found the total sleep time results (ZT0-24) were consistent with earlier findings that BKO mice showed longer NREM sleep (�11%, Fig-

ure 1A), while BKOmonkeys at adult age remained with sleep difficulty of about 6.5% shorter NREM sleep at the current age (Figure 1B). The

excess sleep in BKOmice happened in the dark period (ZT12-24), indicating that the BKOmice were less active in the by principle-awake time

(Figure 1A). Conversely, the reduced sleep in BKO monkeys occurred in the dark time, showing that the BKO monkeys were restless in the

sleeping period (Figure 1B). Mild disturbance of the circadian clock via constant light illumination (L/L) did not expand the difference between

WT and BKOmice, as the extended illumination triggered longer sleep for theWTmice but not further for BKOmice (Figure 1C). Notably, in

the case of BKO monkeys, LL decreased their sleep time further (Figure 1D).

Diurnal EEG analyses indicated different EEG power patterns associated with circadian disturbance in BMAL1-deficient

mice and monkeys

To elucidate the difference in detail, we further analyzed sleep stages in WT and BKO monkeys. Similar to the human hypnogram, the WT

monkey showed clear slow-wave sleep (SWS) during the early night (Figure 2A) and exhibited lower body temperature associated with the

SWS stage (Figure 2B). The EEG spectrogram from theWTmonkey revealed a gradual switch from low-frequency oscillations in the nighttime

to high-frequency oscillations (>30 Hz) in the daytime, as can be seen from a 24-h window (Figure 2B). Different from the clear day versus night

pattern found in the male WT monkey, the male BKOmonkey exhibited disrupted circadian patterns, including higher nocturnal movement,

lesser SWS (Figure 2A), disorganized high-frequency oscillations (>30 Hz), and higher body temperature during the nighttime (Figure 2B).

Environmental interference by L/L did not alter the diurnal EEG and body temperature patterns in the WT monkey, but largely raised

high-frequency neural oscillations and body temperature in the BKO monkey during the original resting time (Figure 2B), suggesting that

the circadian rhythms in the BKO monkey were easily disturbed by external changes. We observed similar circadian clock-disrupted pheno-

types in another female BKO monkey that also showed dysregulated body temperature and high-frequency oscillations (Figure S2).

To study the atypical nighttime high-frequency oscillations that occurred in the BKO monkeys, we separated the 24-h EEG activities into

day versus night sections and analyzed the respective EEG spectra (Figure 2C). Typically, the spectrum reveals exponentially decreasedpower

through the increase of frequency.26,27 Themonkey EEG results, particularly the night section fromWT fit well with the correlation (Figure 2C).

We also noticed that under the L/D cycle, the most distinct neural activities between day and night were higher theta and gamma oscillations

in the daytime. The higher theta and gamma oscillations conceivably indicated more active attention events occurred during awake.28,29 By

contrast, BKO monkeys showed peaked alpha and beta power at near 8 Hz and 15–30 Hz bands, respectively, in both day and night periods

(Figures 2C and S2B). Of note, by summarizing 24-h EEG spectra of the three WT and BKO monkey pairs, we found that beta and gamma

powers were higher in BKO than in WT monkeys (Figure 2D) and appeared in all stages, including awake, REM, N1/N2, SWS (Figure S3A).

The results indicated that high-frequency beta and gamma oscillations are consistent EEGmarkers to identify BMAL1 deficiency in all stages

in cynomolgus monkeys (Figure 2D).

To relate the circadian clock phenotypes in rodents, we analyzed EEG fromWT and BKOmice in a parallel manner. AdultWTmice showed

relatively lower body temperature and reduced high-frequency oscillation during resting in the light-on period (Figures 3A and 3B). Unlike the

WT monkey results, the WT mouse presented more fragmental resting accompanied with lower body temperature during the light-off time

(Figures 3A and 3B). In the BKOmice, the day versus night differences vanished, and the body temperature fluctuated largely with the occur-

rence of high-frequency oscillations (Figures 3A and 3B). Constant illumination L/L suppressed and delayed high-frequency oscillations in the

WT mice, and in the case of BKO, led to more recurrent high-low frequency and body temperature switches (Figure 3B). In contrast to the

findings in monkeys, the EEG spectra did not show obvious EEG band variance between WT and BKO mice (Figure 3C). 24-h EEG spectra

identified higher theta power in BKO mice (Figure 3D), and the theta power change correlated to awake and REM sleep (Figure S3B). Inter-

estingly, BKOmice did not showhigh-frequency dysregulation, revealing that BMAL1-ablation led to different outcomes on neural activities in

mice and monkeys. Of note, mice showed higher beta and gamma powers than monkeys (Figure S3C). The basal differences may contribute

to the dissimilar outcomes in BKO mice and monkeys.
iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024 3
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Figure 2. Diurnal activity, hypnogram and EEG spectrogram of adult cynomolgus monkeys

(A) Hypnogram and locomotion counts of a representative 5-year-old wild-type male monkey (left) and a BMAL1-KO male monkey (right) over a 24-h recording

under normal 12 h light-12 h dark (L/D) cycle. Light-on (7:00-19:00) and light-off (19:00-7:00) periods are indicated and marked on top.

(B) The Z score EEG spectrogram and body temperature (red curve) of male WT and BMAL1-KOmonkeys under L/D cycle housing, or constant illumination (L/L)

housing (below).

(C) Day (blue) and night (gray) EEG power spectra of male WT and BMAL1-KO monkeys under L/D housing.

(D) EEGpower spectra betweenWT (black curve, n = 3) and BMAL1-KOmonkeys (red curve, n = 3) under L/D housing. All data were represented asmeanG SEM.

Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison was performed, and the p values between WT and BMAL1-KO groups were shown in the

insets.
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To understand the day versus night EEGdifference revealed fromEEG spectra inmonkeys (Figure 2C), we further depicted z-scored power

distribution of individual EEGbands that covered delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (13–32 Hz), and gamma (>32 Hz) bands.

The power distributions were displayed with separating day and night sections where in each section included power events every 2 min. We

found in WTmonkeys the majority of oscillating events were below the 24-h mean power for all EEG bands during the night (Figures 4A–4E).

As a contrast, in the daytime, neural activities of essentially all EEG bands were above the mean power, particularly for theta and gamma po-

wer with broader distribution (Figures 4B and 4E). BKO monkeys exhibited advantageous beta and gamma power distributions above

average, as could be noted in the EEG spectra as well (Figure 2C). The day-night differences of delta and alpha activities were diminished

upon BMAL1 loss (Figures 4A and 4C), implicating that the consciousness level and attention-related functions might be disturbed during

the circadian cycle.30–32 Interestingly, mouse as a nocturnal model exhibited similar higher power distribution of most bands during the day-

time (Figures 4F–4I), except for the gammaband (Figure 4J). Inmice, the gammaband showed clear preferable activities in the light-off period

in contrast to monkeys, indicating that the gamma band distinguished nocturnal-versus diurnal-active patterns better than other bands.
4 iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024
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Figure 3. Diurnal activity, hypnogram and EEG spectrogram of adult mice

(A) Hypnogram and locomotion counts of a representative 4-month-old wild-type male mouse (left) and a Bmal1-KO male mouse (right) over a 24-h recording

under normal 12 h light-12 h dark (L/D) cycle. Light-on (7:00-19:00) and light-off (19:00-7:00) periods are indicated on top.

(B) The Z score EEG spectrogram and body temperature (red curve) of male WT and Bmal1-KO mice under L/D cycle housing, or constant illumination (L/L)

housing (below).

(C) Day (blue) and night (gray) EEG power spectra of male WT and Bmal1-KO mice under L/D housing.

(D) EEGpower spectra betweenWT (black curve, n = 5) and Bmal1-KOmice (red curve, n = 5) under L/D housing. All data were represented asmeanG SEM. Two-

way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison was performed, and the p values between WT and BMAL1-KO groups were shown in the insets.
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Devoid of BMAL1 abolished the day-night differences of all bands in mice. The varying results between monkey and mouse pointed out that

clock dysfunction could generate diverse impacts on neural oscillations among species. The dissimilarities could be caused by many factors

such as brain size and cognitive complexity.8

Day-night EEG divergence identified dysregulated high-frequency oscillations in BMAL1-deficient mice and monkeys

To verify the frequency range that differed significantly between day and night, we next applied Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD),21 also

known as relative entropy, for the day-night test over a 24-h period. We first separated the daytime EEG and nighttime EEG sections,

then accumulated the analysis time that centered at the light-off moment 19:00 till the full section of 12 h (Figure S4A).We found KLDof repre-

sentative delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma, and high-gamma bands at 3, 6, 12, 25, 50, and 100 Hz, respectively, exhibited different significant

patterns over time (Figure S4B). While delta and theta bands reached the highest divergence in the first 2 h in the WT monkeys, possibly re-

flecting the best sleep period, the high gamma band required more than 3h day plus 3h night sections to reveal a steady outcome

(Figure S4C). To tell the difference in detail, we then performed a full-frequency KLD scan (0–100 Hz) of including a complete 24h, 12h
iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024 5
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Figure 4. Diurnal EEG power analysis of day-night distribution in monkeys and mice

(A) The Z score delta (0.5–4 Hz), (B) theta (4–8 Hz), (C) alpha (8–12 Hz), (D) beta (13–32 Hz), and (E) gamma (32–100 Hz) band power distribution in a day (blue) versus

night (gray) comparison of monkey (left, WT n = 3, or BKO n = 3) under L/D condition. Mouse EEG band power distributions were analyzed and shown in (F) delta,

(G) theta, (H) alpha, (I) beta, and (J) gamma waves (right, WT n = 5, or BKO n = 5). The power distributions were revealed by separating day and night sections, in

each section summarized power events every 2-min then normalized the highest event count as 1.
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day-12h night EEG. We found the full-frequency KLD test offered a clear separation of the EEG spectral power of WT monkeys from the BKO

monkeys under normal L/D condition (Figure 5A). The EEG spectral power of WT monkey KLD troughed at the beta band (�20 Hz), then

showed growing day-night divergence with increasing frequency (Figure 5A). The gamma band, particularly the high gamma oscillations

(60–100 Hz), displayed a higher KLD value than other bands, indicating that gamma power was tightly regulated in a day versus night manner.

Notably, the BKOmonkey showed an opposite pattern of the KLD curve, which peaked at the beta band (�30Hz) and revealed a persisted low

KLD in the high gamma band (Figure 5A). The diminished day-night divergence in the gamma band and peaked KLD in the beta band stated

that high-frequency dysregulation is a prominent marker for circadian clock disorder.

The sharp KLD difference between circadian clock-normal and -dysfunctional situations proposed that KLD analysis might be a sensitive

measurement to tell circadian clock dysfunction and sleep disturbance. Indeed, under L/L housing, KLD of essentially all EEG bands declined

in WT and BKOmonkeys and showed a compressed day-night contrast (Figure 5B). To further test whether the KLD is suitable to reflect mild

sleep treatment, we included melatonin in our test. Melatonin is commonly used to alleviate jet lag and is a milder safer alternative to other

sleeping aids such as benzodiazepines.33–35 We found under L/L condition, the WT monkeys with receiving oral administration of 2 mg/kg

melatonin at 7 p.m. showed improved KLD in high-frequency bands (Figure 5C). Melatonin showed no significant effect in BKOmonkeys (Fig-

ure 5D, p = 0.1814, two-way ANOVA), possibly due to a defective melatonin signaling that occurred upon BMAL1 loss. Based on the results,

we found circadian KLD analysis is a decent method to evaluate sleep and circadian disorders. As the divergence can be revealed from as

short as 2h day-2h night EEG data (Figures S4B and S4C), circadian KLD appeared to be more convenient than the standard sleep analysis,

which required a complete period of sleep EEG recording.

We further applied the KLD method to measure sleep patterns in mice. In the day versus night KLD, we found delta, theta, alpha, and

gamma bands had higher day-night divergence in WT mice under L/D and D/D conditions, while L/L inhibited the circadian preference
6 iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024
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Figure 5. Diurnal EEG divergence analysis of day-night distribution in monkeys and mice

(A) Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) of diurnal monkey EEG over frequency bands (0-100Hz) under the condition of L/D. KLD of night versus day EEG powers

were analyzed. Black dots on top indicate with significant difference (p < 0.05, t-test) at the corresponding frequency band between WT (black curve, n = 3) and

BMAL1-KO monkeys (red curve, n = 3).

(B) KLD analysis of WT versus BKO monkey EEG recorded under constant illumination (L/L) housing.

(C) KLD analysis of WT monkey EEG under L/L housing with (green curve, M2) or without (black curve, M0) 2 mg/kg melatonin treatment.

(D) KLD analysis of BKO monkey EEG under L/L housing with (green curve, M2) or without (red curve, M0) 2 mg/kg melatonin treatment.

(E) KLD analysis ofWT (black curve, n = 5) and BKOmice (red curve, n = 5) EEG that were recorded under standard (L/D), all dark (D/D), or constant illumination (L/

L) housing conditions.

(F) KLD analysis of WT male mice at 2-3-month-old (n = 6), 7-8-month-old (n = 6), and 14-month-old (n = 6) under standard L/D housing condition. All data were

represented as meanG SEM. Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison was performed, and the p values between indicated groups

were shown in the insets. Black dots on insets indicated with significant difference (p < 0.05, Bonferroni-adjusted significance).
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(Figure 5E). In all housing conditions, BKOmice did not exhibit decent divergence in all EEG bands similar to BKOmonkeys, confirming that

BMAL1 is essential for partitioning day-night neural activities in bothmodel organisms. It is unclear to us what caused themarked KLD change

in the beta band in BKO monkeys, while the signature is absent in BKO mice.

Lastly, since KLD is useful in detecting the strength of circadian clock, we next tested its application for examining diurnal EEG changes at

different ages, as circadian clock robustness is recognized to deteriorate with aging.36–38 We carried out EEG recordings in mouse cohorts
iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024 7
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that were grouped into three different adult ages and found the young adults (2-3 month-old) displayed higher divergence, particularly in the

gamma bands (Figure 5F). The day-night difference became unstable at 7–8 months of age and deteriorated evidently at 14 months of age.

Notably, regular sleep analysis showed only subtle differences among the adult groups (Figure S5), indicating that the day-night KLD could

serve as a sensitive measurement to reflect brain oscillation states upon age progression. Together, these results demonstrated that the day-

night differences of high-frequency oscillations are good markers for determining the strength of circadian rhythms in contexts including

BMAL1 deficit, illumination changes, and aging.

Dysregulated beta and gamma power bands are potential biomarkers to relate psychiatric phenotypes in BMAL1-deficient

monkeys

As BMAL1-deficiency led to sleep disruption and psychiatric disorders,14,20 we next tested the possibility of using the neural oscillation

differences between WT and BKO monkeys to correlate the occurrence of psychiatric behaviors. Given that dysregulated beta and gamma

oscillations were notably found in BKO monkeys during the 24-h diurnal cycle (Figures 2C, 2D, and 5A), we then focused on these bands for

their dynamic changes in a brief period that coupled to a situation of encountering a novel environment. In a short EEG recording of

having 10-min free-exploring and 5-min experimenter-presence condition (Figure 6A), we could detect elevated beta and gamma

oscillations in the range of �10–50 Hz in BKO monkeys (Figure 6B). During the 15-min stay, we found the WT monkeys explored lively

in the novel cage. In contrast, the BKO monkeys showed spontaneously occurring abnormal phenotypes, including fear of exploring, curl-

ing up, delusion-like, and even self-injuring behaviors in the unacquainted environment (Figure 6C; Videos S1, S2, and S3). The abnormal

phenotypes were aggravated by the novel environment as the BKO monkeys showed less self-injuring and delusion-like events, and no

curl-up behavior in their home cages (Figure S6). By summarizing 10-s band power every 2-Hz with correlating to the behavioral status,

we found band powers were generally raised during abnormal behavioral events compared to normal (Figures 6D and 6E). Among those

with higher significance were beta bands in 26–31 Hz, gamma bands in 45–50 Hz, and a narrow fraction of alpha bands in 10–12 Hz

(Figure 6D). In the three band sections, alpha bands correlated more with self-injuring behaviors than curl-up and delusion-like events.

Raised gamma power of 45–50 Hz indicated more of the curl-up and delusion-like events. Notably, the high beta power of 26–31 Hz

was associated with all three abnormal behaviors, as also agreed by AUC scoring (Figure S7), and the power amplitude increased most

evidently amongst the three EEG band sections (Figure 6E). To examine the finding that 26–31 Hz power change was useful to mark psy-

chotic behaviors, we applied the female BKO monkey that showed the most severe delusion-like behaviors triggered by the novel cage for

a single dose of antipsychotic Aripiprazole treatment, then inspected the alterations in neural oscillations and delusion-like events. We

found Aripiprazole was able to ease the occurrence of delusion-like events and brought down 26–31 Hz beta power and 42–50 Hz gamma

power (Figures 6F and S8). We further inspected depression-like behaviors in BKO mice. As WT and BKO mice did not show apparent

behavioral differences in the new cage, we tried to trigger depression-like behaviors via tail suspension and open field tests in BKO

mice. Interestingly, we found delta, theta, and alpha powers, but not beta power, were elevated during tail suspension immobile time

and open field outer zone traveling (Figure S9). The results suggested that stress-related neural biomarkers are distinctive between

BMAL1-deficient mice and monkeys. The dysregulated 26–31 Hz beta power is a unique biomarker to designate neuropsychiatric events

in BKO monkeys.

DISCUSSION

Our study demonstrated that high-frequency neural activity dysregulation is a marked phenotype associated with BMAL1-deficiency. The

results also proposed new neural activity-based measures that may facilitate diagnoses of sleep complaints and psychiatric disorders. In

the case of sleep analysis, we showed the sleep homeostatic score, i.e., KLD of diurnal EEG, is a convenient way to present sleep quality.

Standard sleep analysis reports sleep quantity. The AASM scoring manual standardizes the sleep recording method and scoring rules in

great detail,39 by which to describe essentially all sleep-related phenomena. The recommendations include but are not limited to the

application of EMG, ECG, and EOG electrodes at proper positions, the acquisition of respiratory signals, and the steps of EEG analysis

from data filtering to final staging. The detailed descriptions are important for sleep characterization and staging, yet unavoidably increase

the processes and time in order to meet all the criteria, at the same time demand well-trained staffs to operate the procedures properly. In

the current study, we found that the KLD score is helpful in presenting sleep homeostasis with reduced requirement of EEG electrode and

recording time. Different from traditional sleep classifications, the method does not focus on low-frequency oscillations and sleep staging

within the night period but senses the divergence of high-frequency oscillations of night-day periods to determine the sleep homeostatic

state. The KLD amplitude can be revealed in a short, 4-h EEG recording, which covers 2-h awake and 2-h sleep section each (Figure S4C).

The flexible recording time with single electrode requirement could simplify the process of sleep evaluation in comparison to standard

sleep EEG recording, which generally needs several electrodes to stay well-connected throughout the entire recording night. The simple

procedure proposed here could facilitate the use of circadian EEG as a regular home-based test, and with KLD analysis, to obtain an

objective circadian fitness score representing resting quality. Although loss the information on total sleep time, REM, and NREM (N1-3)

sleep, the KLD method could be applied as an alternative measure to study confusing situations such as healthy subjects with considerably

shorter sleep meanwhile sustaining good physical condition and cognitive functions,40 or long sleepers who find troubles in claiming suf-

ficient rest.41 The argument is also valid in comparing the BMAL1-ablated situation, which resulted in shorter sleep in the monkey,14 but

longer in the mouse model19 (Figure 1), nevertheless collectively should be considered as a compromised state of resting, signified by the

loss of diurnal divergence in gamma oscillations.
8 iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024
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Figure 6. Identifying neural biomarkers for psychiatric behaviors in BMAL1-KO monkeys

(A) Experimental setting of 10-min novel environment exploration followed by 5-min behavior response with human presence.

(B) EEGpower spectra ofWT (black curve, n = 3) and BMAL1-KO (red curve, n = 3)monkeys during 15-min exploration. All data were represented asmeanG SEM.

Two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison was performed, and the p values between WT and BMAL1-KO groups were shown in the

insets.

(C) Representing behavioral features occurred in the novel cage, including normal (N) showing relaxed posture, abnormal actions such as self-injuring (P1), curl up

(P2), and delusion-like (P3) phenotypes. Source results were provided in supplemental information. See also Videos S1, S2, and S3.

(D) EEG band power differences of comparing abnormal behaviors P1, P2, P3 to normal events, respectively, summarized from 15-min recordings of three BKO

monkeys. 10-s EEG power events were viewed in 2-Hz window scan (1–50 Hz), with relating to the behavioral status. Unpaired t-test was performed, and

significances were shown. Total abnormal events from three BMAL1-KO monkeys were indicated.

(E) EEG power changes of P1, P2, P3 compared to normal. Fold changes were shown.

(F) EEG power change of 26–31 Hz in the female BKOmonkey before and after Aripiprazole (0.1 mg/kg) treatment (Post Arip). Events were summarized every 10-s

from 15-min recording. Delusion-like events in Prior = 80, Post Arip = 26. Unpaired t-test was performed (**p < 0.01), and data were shown as mean G SEM.
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The KLD analysis also indicated different diurnal EEG signatures between mouse and monkey. Monkey displayed less fragmental awake-

sleep switch during resting (Figure 2B) and exhibited clear day-night divergence in gamma bands (Figure 5A). Mouse revealedmore low-high

frequency switches even during resting, which resulted in lower KLD scores in general (Figure 5E). Interestingly, we found the lowest day-night

divergence happened in beta bands in healthy adult monkeys andmice. Monkeys exhibited low KLD near 20 Hz (Figure 5A), while in mice, the

low KLD occurred near 30 Hz within the transition of beta and gamma bands (Figure 5E). This indicated that mice maintain constant neural

oscillations near 30 Hz in both awake and sleep, possibly facilitating rapid responses to threats during sleep. The low KLD point appeared to

be characteristic within species, as the change in illumination program or age did not alter the position (Figures 5A, 5B, 5E, and 5F). KLD
iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024 9
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amplitudes of delta, theta, alpha, and high gamma bands were responsive to environment and age, especially the high gamma oscillations

were sensitive in both animalmodels. Interestingly, we noticed that the KLD curvemay help to uncover a circadian clock-related biomarker for

aging (Figure 5F). Of note, due to the differences in KLD pattern and the outcome caused by BMAL1-deficiency recognized between mouse

and monkey, the application of mouse biomarkers for representing human brain diseases and the subsequent translational purposes should

be carefully examined.

In the case of EEG biomarkers for psychiatric phenotypes, we found that the elevated beta power in 26–31 Hz and gamma power in 45–

50 Hz were associated with the occurrence of abnormal behaviors. The conclusion is coherent with the observation of high-frequency power

dysregulation from 24-h EEG spectrogram and KLD curve in BKO monkeys. Approaches for identifying EEG biomarkers, e.g., EEG power

spectrum, evoked potentials, and functional connectivity, are typically inspected via eye open/close resting states or visual/auditory re-

sponses with multi-channel EEG setting.42,43 The former revealed a predisposed power difference, and the latter reflected neural responses

and the amplitudes during tasks. The specificity of the resulting EEG biomarkers often varied among studies that could be influenced by the

procedures of EEG recording and analysis, the selection of participants, and the characterization of disease types.42,44 Also, as many behav-

ioral symptoms are shared in different psychiatric disorders, including anxiety, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, depression, etc., that further

increases the difficulty of discovering disease-specific EEG biomarkers. In the study, we sought to circumvent the issues with simplified pro-

tocol in an animal model, i.e., the BMAL1-deficient monkey model, that is convenient for abnormal behavior classification. We ignored the

task-based neural responses among electrodes but followed band power changes in a free-moving context with mild disturbances such as

encountering an unfamiliar environment and person. The setting can be viewed as events common to lives and thus did not cause discomfort

for WTmonkeys, nevertheless, it was sufficient to trigger peculiar behaviors in BKOmonkeys. Also, by focusing on the change of band power

related to normal versus major irregular behaviors, the resulting biomarkers aim to designate respective behavioral abnormality rather than

the determination of disease type. The method could be useful in a few aspects. First, the assay measures responses by instinct so does not

require any pre-training or learning process for tasks that may affect the efficiency of data collection and the interpretation of data. Second,

the approach scores EEG power fold-change within individual animal, emphasizes on the contrast of power events between normal and

abnormal behaviors, and therefore omits the comparison of band power to assumed control that may introduce heterogeneity while defining

normal. Third, the method focuses on abnormal event counts and the associated band power changes, which grades only the two connec-

tions to present abnormal severity. The assessment could simplify the process of testing antidepressant efficacy. Also, the biomarkers could

show symptom-oriented outcomes separately upon antidepressant treatment instead of reviewing the overall drug effects on one particular

disease. Finally, considering the strong association of circadian clock dysfunction to sleep disorders, psychiatric and neurodegenerative dis-

eases,3,45–53 circadian clock related strategies such as diurnal KLD assessment, neural biomarker identification and other designs in the future

are likely to foster the findings of more accurate disease biomarkers and therapeutic methods for multiple brain diseases.
Limitations of the study

It is important to note that the conclusions of high-frequency neural activity dysregulation and depression-associated EEG biomarkers were

derived from only three BMAL1-ablated monkeys. More mechanistic demonstrations relating circadian clock disturbance to psychiatric dis-

orders should be conducted to extend the findings.
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Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Melatonin NATURE’S BOUNTY N/A

Zoletil 50 Virbac S.A. N/A

Meloxicam Qilu Animal Health Products Co., Ltd. 150252467

Aripiprazole MedChemExpress HY-14546

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Wild type (WT) cynomolgus monkeys Songjiang Non-human Primate Facility of Institute of Neuroscience N/A

BMAL1-ablated cynomolgus monkeys Songjiang Non-human Primate Facility of Institute of Neuroscience N/A

C57BL/6J mice Shanghai Lingchang Biotechnology Co., Ltd. N/A

Bmal1-floxed mice Jackson Laboratory JAX007668

EIIa-cre mice Jackson Laboratory JAX003724

Software and algorithms

NeuroScore v3.2.1x Core Software Data Sciences international 271-0165-320

Ponemah-6 Data Sciences international PNM-P3P-CFG

Matlab MathWorks N/A

FieldTrip fieldtriptoolbox.org N/A

GraphPad Prism 9 GraphPad N/A

Other

PhysioTel HD implants Data Sciences international HD-X02

PhysioTel Implant Data Sciences international L03
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Hung-Chun Chang (hcchang@

lglab.ac.cn).
Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability

� Data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.
� This paper does not report original code.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cynomolgus monkey and mouse

Five cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis), including a female and two male BMAL1-ablated monkeys,14 and age-matched wild-type

monkeys (one female and two male) were used in this study. The electroencephalography and locomotive activity were recorded at near 5

years of age. C57BL/6J male mice at different ages (2 - 14 months old) were used in this study. The Bmal1-floxed strain was obtained from

the Jackson Laboratory (JAX007668), then bred with EIIa-cre (JAX003724) to achieve whole body heterozygous Bmal1-deletion. The hetero-

zygous Bmal1-deletedmouse line was then back-crossed to C57BL/6J for five generations prior to the standard heterozygote x heterozygote

breeding for whole body Bmal1-knockout mice. All animals were housed in a conditioned environment (temperature: 22 G 1�C; humidity:

50% G 5%) with a 12-h L/D cycle (light-on time 07:00 to 19:00). The use and care of cynomolgus monkeys and mice were complied with
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the ethical guidelines of the Institute of Neuroscience, Shanghai Institutes for Biological Science, Chinese Academy of Science (ION-2019043

and ER-SIBS-221106P) and Lingang laboratory.
METHOD DETAILS

Electroencephalography recording

Monkey EEG recording was carried out by implanting radio telemetry transmitters (PhysioTel Digital L03 implant, Data Sciences International

(DSI)) for monitoring continuous long-term locomotive activity, body temperature and biopotential signals including electromyography

(EMG). Monkeys were deeply anesthetized by single intramuscular dosing of 5 mg/kg Zoletil 50 (Virbac S.A.) before implantation surgery.

An additional dosing of 1 mg/kg Zoletil 50 was provided intramuscularly to maintain deep anesthetization if the surgery exceeded 4 hours.

The DSI implant was subcutaneously embedded at the waist. The EEG electrode biopotential leads were tunneled subcutaneously to the

skull, and the EEG electrodes were screwed into the skull near Fz position for EEG signal sampling.39,54,55 Electrode leads for EMG were su-

tured to the neckmusculature. After surgery,monkeyswere providedwith daily analgesiaMeloxicam (1mg/kg) intramuscularly for 3 days, and

daily antibiotics (Penicillin, 20 MU/kg) for one week in their home cages. The housing area for EEG/EMG recording (8.932.532.8 m) was

equipped with nine transceivers (TRX-1) mounted to the walls, ensuring excellent sampling of telemetric signals covering the entire room.

The TRX-1 transceivers were connected to a data-exchange matrix (CLC) then to a computer for recording and data storage. After recovery

from surgery, biopotential signals weremonitored under three different conditions for monkeys: normal light-dark cycle (12-hr light and 12-hr

dark, L/D) for two days, 24-hr light exposure (L/L) for two days, and melatonin treated under L/L for two days. Melatonin (2 mg/kg, Nature

Made, USA) were fed each day at 19:00. Similar procedures were applied for mouse recording with the used of HD-X02 implant (DSI). The

two EEG electrodes were screwed into the skull 1 mm lateral, and 1 or 3 mm anterior to the Bregma, respectively. Activity, body temperature,

EEG and EMG signals were collected by the RPC-1 receiver connected to a MX2 hub and a computer. The recordings were carried out under

three housing conditions: normal light-dark cycle (12-hr light and 12-hr dark, L/D) for two days, constant dark (D/D) for two days, and constant

illumination (L/L) for two days. Software NeuroScore 3.2.1 (DSI) was applied for primary sleep analysis of monkey and mouse EEG to identify

awake, REM and NREM sleep stages. Briefly, 10-second epochs with high delta power, low beta power, low EMG activity and without loco-

motion were classified as NREM sleep; epochs with high theta power, low beta power, low EMG activity and without locomotion were clas-

sified as REM sleep; and the rest epochs were classified as awake states. For monkey EEG, the primary NREM/REM/awake states were staged

with same standards as for mouse EEG. TheNREMepochs were further separated into slowwave sleep (SWS) andN1/N2 stages according to

the clustering result and distribution of the delta oscillation amplitudes.
EEG data processing, filtering, and artifact rejection

All the EEG data were filtered with three-order Butterwoth’s filter (Matlab). The classical frequency bands used in the analysis of monkey EEG

are as following: dcwave, [0, 0.5] Hz; delta wave: [0.5, 4] Hz; theta wave: [4, 8] Hz; alphawave: [8, 12] Hz; beta wave: [13, 32] Hz; gammawave [32,

100] Hz. The toolboxes of FieldTrip56 andDSI Ponemah-6 (Data Sciences International) were applied to view EEG and body temperature data.

Analysis was performed with Matlab (MathWorks). The rejection of artifacts and possible seizures were identified according to an established

method57 that marked conjunction of amplitude z-score exceeded 3 as artifacts.
Kullback–Leibler divergence

The Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD, relative entropy) was applied to measure the difference of one probability distribution from another-

reference probability distribution, in the current study, for the comparison of night versus day EEG. After filteredwith Butterworth filter, energy

of each 10-s epoch of each EEG band was calculated. The resulting epoch powers were classified into night-day pair sections, followed by

calculating the respective probability distributions. The Kullback–Leibler divergence was calculated with the following formula:

KLðPf ;s2

��Qf ;s1Þ =
X

i

Qf ;s1ðiÞlnQf ;s1ðiÞ
Pf ;s2ðiÞ

Q presents the distribution of the absolute EEG activity at a particular band f under state s1 during light-on, P indicates the distribution of

EEG activity at same frequency band f, in the other state s2 during light-off.
Behavioral recordings in novel environment

To study the behavioral and physiological responses to the change of environment, monkeys were released into a novel cage (1.75*0.95*1.3

m) for free exploration for 10 minutes, then another 5-minute stroll with the experimenter presence. Behavioral responses/movement and

EEG data were collected via video recording and telemetry device (DSI). Behavioral responses were classified into normal or abnormal

(self-injuring, curl-up, or delusion-like) status, then correlated to EEG power every 10 seconds. The three abnormal phenotypes proposed

in the study were unique to BKO monkeys and did not occur in WT monkeys during experiments. Briefly, self-injuring included self-biting

and self-beating events. Curling-up behavior was scored by lying aside with one shoulder or one side of the body touching the ground. Delu-

sion-like behaviors included events such as raising fist in the air and gazing at the surroundings slowly but sitting still. EEG signals were filtered

with Butterwoth’s filter as described and then calculated for EEG power with every 2 Hz band window. Antipsychotic Aripiprazole (0.1mg/kg)
14 iScience 27, 109381, April 19, 2024
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was intravenously administrated for the female BMAL1-ablated monkey, then recorded for a 15-minute novel cage exploring 2 hours post

drug treatment.
Behavioral recordings in mice

To study stress responses in Bmal1-KOmice, the tail suspension test and the open field test were applied for the inspections. For tail suspen-

sion test, 8-month-old Bmal1-KO mice (n=3) were tail-adhered and suspended individually for an approximate distance of 20 cm from the

mouse nose to the apparatus floor58 for 6 minutes of EEG and video recordings. Mobile events and immobile events were scored, and

the corresponding EEG data were extracted (DSI) and analyzed. For the open field test, Bmal1-KOmice were placed in a 30*30 cm cage indi-

vidually for EEG and video recordings for 15 minutes. The moments of mouse travel in the inner zone (15*15 cm area in the cage center) and

outer zone were marked for EEG data correlation. Events were marked for EEG data extraction and analysis (DSI). EEG signals were filtered

with Butterwoth’s filter, and then calculated for EEG power with every 2 Hz band window.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data were represented as meanG SEM. Two-way ANOVAwith Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was performed in Figures 2D,

3D, 5A–5E, 6B, S3A, S3B, S4B, and S4C, and the p values between indicated groups were shown within panels. Unpaired two-tailed Student’s

t-test was performed in Figures 1A–1D, 6D, 6F, S5, S6A, S8A, and S9A, and statistical significances are labelled on top as ns not significant;

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) was performed in Figure S7. All statistical analyses are calculated using

GraphPad Prism software (Prism version 9.0).
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